How to Have A
Successful and Engaging
Open Enrollment

Introduction

Open Enrollment.
It is a challenging time of year- one filled with various communications,
employees confused about their benefits, and the navigation of healthcare
jargon. Having an effective Open Enrollment that engages employees is pertinent
to ensure that individuals enroll in coverage, know about the access to care they
have, and improve retention rates.
To have an effective Open Enrollment the following needs to be accomplished:
communication targeted for the employee demographics, the formation of
creative and engaging materials to encourage interaction with benefit offerings,
use of simplified language, and easy access to an enrollment portal.
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Introduction

Only 17% of individuals report that they understand their total annual health
care costs very well and more than one-third understand these costs somewhat
well. There is a large gap in benefit communication and finding solutions that fit
your workforce are key to improving enrollment rates and retention. In a study
conducted by Aflac, 80% of employees stated that a well communicated
benefits offering would make them less likely to leave their jobs.
Before digital solutions within HRIS systems, Open Enrollment was conducted
via pen and paper with minimal communication. Today the workforce has
changed. Over one-in-three workers are comprised of Millennials- surpassing
Gen X. With that being said, communications need to be updated for the new
workforce landscape.
Using language that avoids healthcare jargon, providing information across
multi-media platforms, and creating engaging materials are all driving factors to
have a successful Open Enrollment.

“Only 17% of individuals report that
they understand their total annual
health care costs very well and more
than one-third understand these
costs somewhat well.”
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Leading Up to Open Enrollment

Before Open Enrollment begins, reflect on the prior year to determine
what worked and what didn’t. Recall how employees responded to your
mode of communication and evaluate what can be done differently for
this year to better enrollment rates and engagement.
For HR
It’s important to have your HR and Total Rewards team on board to push
out communications for your upcoming Open Enrollment. Employees
want education- a poll by Jellyvision found that 55% of employees want
help and more information from their employers when it comes to
selecting a health plan. 36% of employees find their current enrollment
“extremely confusing.”
Developing clear and effective communications not only makes
employees lives easier, but can decrease the number of benefit related
inquiries that flood HR during Open Enrollment.
Here are few good questions to discuss with your team in preparation:
• What worked last year?
• What was the most common feedback response from employees?
• What was the most engaging vehicle of communication?
• What troubled employees the most?
Once you have this mapped out, you can then create a game plan to
implement new initiatives to close the gaps from the previous year.
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Leading Up to Open Enrollment

For Your Employees
Notifying employees about the upcoming Open Enrollment is also
pivotal- your staff needs to know the dates and deadlines of enrollment.
Encourage employees to review the previous year’s benefit package,
write down questions they had regarding benefits or provide a checklist
of things for them to do to prepare for enrollment.

*2015 Aflac Workforce Report

Discuss changes in any upfront- be transparent with benefit offering
changes and why you felt these would be the best in class partners
for the company.
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Laying the Foundation

Remind
•

•

Open Enrollment
shouldn’t be the only
time you discuss
benefits with your
employees- Benefits
should be an on-going
and year-round
discussion. This can
help minimize the flood
of questions at Open
Enrollment
Develop a schedule to
communicate on a
monthly or quarterly
basis- even if this is just
seasonal information,
such as flu shots.

Encourage
•

Even if having a passive
enrollment, reminding
employees that Open
Enrollment is their time to
change elections and review
plans is important.
Premiums can change or life
circumstances can ariseemployees will appreciate
the encouragement for them
to re-evaluate their health
coverage that best fits their
health and lifestyle at that
time.

“79% of employees trust
that their company has
their best interest at
heart when providing
benefit information.”

Be Transparent
•

79% of employee’s trust
that their company has their
best interest at heart when
providing benefit
information, and 28% say
they trust their company’s
communication “a lot” or “a
great deal.”

•

Being clear on plan
differences, why changes
were made, or the
importance of investing in
the future are important
points to cover in all benefit
communications.
Employees look to HR for
guidance.

•

Consider keeping all benefit
information in a hub where
employees can access
them throughout the yearwhether this is in a
company cloud-based
portal or intranet, having
this information on hand at
all times gives transparency
around the company’s total
rewards offering.
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Leveraging Your HRIS System

63% of employees prefer to enroll
online, 20% prefer face-to-face, and
11% prefer paper enrollment.*
Having a strong HRIS platform will help keep your HR team organized and
able to perform necessary business functions. HRIS platforms not only
enhance the HR departments functionality, but can be used to assist with
benefits analysis, benefits enrollment, and reporting.
Studies have shown that employees prefer online enrollment versus paper, so
leveraging your HRIS system for Open Enrollment can meet that need.
*Aflac 2015 WorkForces Report
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Leveraging Your HRIS System

A few things to ensure before rolling out enrollment with your HRIS
system include:
- A good user experience: Having a system with a less-than-ideal
user experience can create challenges for employees enrolling. Make
sure to test your enrollment flow and provide supplemental materials
on how to enroll if your enrollment system is too technical.
- Mobile Capability: depending on your workforce demographics,
ensuring your HRIS system is mobile compatible is key. Many hourly
workers rely solely on their mobile device for internet- allowing
enrollment to be completed via mobile ensures an equal level of
access to all.
- Language and Notification Customization: If your employee
population is multi-lingual consider using your HRIS system to
provide multi-language pathways for enrollment. Employees who can
enroll using their native language will less likely have barriers.
Additionally, use customization on your HRIS system to provide
notifications or alerts to employees as they enroll. This can be useful
if an employee forget to select the amount they want to contribute to
an HSA or FSA account of if they didn’t click which dependents they
want enrolled on their plan.
Lastly, if your HRIS system has reporting capabilities- use them! Run
reports to see what plans employees are currently enrolled in to see what
is popular- this can help for future benefit planning and strategic analysis.
Reports can also be useful during Open Enrollment to see who
has/hasn’t enrolled and send customized email reminders.
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How to Create Effective
Communication Materials

Before you jump into the world of design, think of what teams within your
company can help you create engaging materials for employee
communication. Whether it be additional members of the HR team, office
management, employee experience, or the marketing team- each player
brings something to the table.
When drawing up the foundations of your communications, keep your
company values in mind. This will keep consistency across the board from
all company-wide communications as well as reiterate company values and
goals.
Targeting Your Audience
After establishing your communication team, consider the make-up of your
company. Are you small with a majority of Millennial employees? Do most
employees have families? Is a good portion of your workforce less familiar
with technology and the healthcare system?
Take all these factors into account. Once you have narrowed down the
profile of an average employee, you can then decide the best vehicles for
communication.
Integration of Technology to Improve Accessibility
77% of Americans own a smartphone, many of those are Millennials. Even if
your workforce is less occupied by the Millennial generation, it is a good
idea to start thinking about how technology can work in your favor.
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How to Create Effective
Communication Materials

Central Hubs and Internal Messaging
If you have an intranet or another internal homepage where pertinent
company information is housed, set up a section for benefits. Here you can
link to your enrollment portal, post plan information (for new hires and Open
Enrollment), and additional perks. If there isn’t a central hub, this would be a
great time to use to research one to implement so employees have a onestop-shop for all important company information.
Another way to keep lines of communication open is to use internal
communication message boards. For example, if your company uses Slack,
you can create a benefits/Open Enrollment channel where employees can
ask general questions or be directed to the person can best answer their
question. Text message push notifications is another great way to remind
employees of Open Enrollment and their eligibility for benefits- but before
implementing this, be sure that you are complying with company privacy
policies. Lastly, setting up a benefit only email is another great way for
employees to ask more private benefit inquiries if face-to-face meetings are
challenging.
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How to Create Effective
Communication Materials

Email Campaigns and Video
To engage your workforce with their benefits, it’s time to think like a marketer. How do you
get employees to read your emails? What subject lines will make them open benefits
emails?
Whether for new hires or Open enrollments, email is typically the primary mode of
communication regarding benefits. To ensure employees open your emails, consider these
key points:
• Create an engaging subject line
o Feel free to use comedy, company theme (i.e. food or fitness), and even emoji's.
o i.e. Let’s Taco Bout Open Enrollment 2018: Enroll in Benefits Today!
• Use simple and direct language
o Benefits are already confusing- use simple language that is short, sweet and to
the point.
o At the end of your email, highlight key points and the steps employees need to
take to enroll in benefits.
o Be transparent- employees appreciate honestly and will better receive
communications if you are clear and honest.
• Personalize for Your Audience
o As discussed before, knowing your workforce is vital for creating effective
communications. Tailor your emails to this- whether highlighting benefits for
family planning, college savings, or loan payback, focusing in on what the
majority of your workforce is concerned about can help increase open rates and
engagement.
In addition to the use of emails, videos can be a great way to increase education around
benefits. Consider creating a benefits overview video to explain what benefits are offeredthis can double as collateral used for new hire onboarding aside from use during Open
Enrollment.
Videos can also be used to explain how to enroll in various offerings if some platforms
aren’t intuitive or mobile-friendly.
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How to Create Effective
Communication Materials
Booklets and Information Sessions
Open Enrollment/Benefit Booklets and information sessions might seem to be a thing of
the past, but having these as your primary forms are necessary.
Booklets
If your employee population would prefer-paperless and to save the trees, consider
creating a digital and interactive benefits booklet that can be accessed year-round.

Create a visually pleasing PDF that encompasses all of your
benefit and perk offerings and convert it to a digital flipbook.
Digital version of booklets are great since you can add in additional links to carrier sites
and other benefits. GIFS can even be inserted acting as a visual aid for processes such
as a sign-up flow.
Information Sessions
While attending a meeting to learn about benefits might not be ideal for everyone,
having a person go through each benefit can truly make a difference for employees
feeling overwhelmed with their benefit decision.
Consider holding information sessions where individuals can video conference in or
attend a webinar. These are also great solutions for remove employees.
A formal presentation is typically the standard for benefit information session, however
you can lighten up the tone. Perhaps create a game show format and have employees
play to see how well they know their benefits, interact, and educate others. Benefits
don’t have to be unapproachable- you can take a fresh approach that is friendly and
digestible for all.
Having these sessions on your company calendar will increase awareness about Open
Enrollment
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Values of Effective Communications

Upping your benefit communication game will show instant results.
Having more points of touch for employees to engage with will increase
awareness and can result in higher enrollment rates.
Additional outcomes of your efforts include better rates of enrollment, an
increase in the percentage of employees who understand the benefit
offering, and lastly, a healthier and happier workforce.
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Summary

Open Enrollment communications can be challenging, regardless of size
or demographics of your employee make-up.
However, rethinking your strategy can change the whole experiencefrom an HR perspective to an employee experience.
To help plan your Open Enrollment, consider these 5 things before
creating your communications.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Evaluate the previous year’s Open Enrollment
Get to know your employee population
Integrate the use of various technologies
Think like a marketer- promote Open Enrollment
Be clear and transparent with your communications
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How MBL Benefits Consulting
Can Assist

MBL Benefits Consulting has developed a cadre of tools to support each
client’s needs through the open enrollment process. This includes
strategic planning sessions utilizing data, analytics and benchmarking
technology to evaluate and select the best benefits. We also create
custom collateral and onsite and remote information and education
sessions. We have an experienced Customer Service team, averaging
over 10+ years in healthcare and benefits, to provide on-going support
for your company and its employees. We’ve created a comprehensive
strategy to alleviate the stress that comes along with this chaotic time of
year for companies.
If looking for guidance on benefits, related technology and/or collateral
materials, our experienced consultants are available to streamline Open
Enrollment and benefits communications for you and your team.

For more information, please reach out to
Tracy Avin, VP, Business Development & Wellness
tavin@mblbc.com
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